
The Ultimate 
Hair-Growth Challenge
          One inch in one week  



Research

All over the internet, people are claiming that the “inversion method” 
makes your hair grow an inch longer in a week. Do I think that's 
exaggerated? Yes, and I am going to prove it wrong. After some 
research, I found that it is supposed to work like this: if you tilt your 
head upside down, the blood will go  to the scalp. This will help the 
blood circulate to the scalp and hair and rise the hair growth rate. I 
don’t know how that science works. There is no scientific way this 
will work. I saw several videos on youtube.com saying that it both 
did and did not work. According to  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK546248/, hair grotwh comes 
from cells that reproduce and harden. The extra hair is pushed out 
from the skin, making longer hair

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK546248/


Hypothesis
If coconut oil is rubbed into hair and  the head is tilted upside down for 
four minutes everyday for a week, then hair will not grow an inch in a 
week because hair growth comes from cells that form and stick together. 
After they then harden,  the hair is pushed from the skin. It does not have 
to do much with blood circulation. 

Question
Can hair grow longer in a week?



Materials:

● Hair oil (lavender, coconut)
● Brushed hair

● A place to tilt your head downwards



1. Brush hair thoroughly
2. Measure hair from earlobe to the bottom of your hair. Write 

down the measurement
3. Apply a little bit of coconut oil to fingertips
4. Massage into scalp for 2 minutes
5. Tilt head forward (hang head off bed, couch, ect) for 4 min
6. The total measurement will be how much the inversion 

method hair worked

Procedure



Control and Variable

My hair grows (on average) 2 millimeters per week without the 
inversion method.  The only thing I am changing (variable) is putting 
the oil on every day, for a week, I will be trying the inversion method 
with hair oil.  



Starting hair

11 inches from earlobe to hair



How will this help?

The testing of the inversion method will give a reliable source and not 
people who want clickbait. Clickbait is when youtubers or websites 
put in a false claim to attract attention. For example, some websites 
may say “lose 20 pounds in a week,” or “20 signs to know if your 
autistic” This experiment will also show if certain youtube or websites 
are dependable.             
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Trying it on other people

Test one:

Person one: approximately 23cm (9.84in)

Person two: 8in (20.32cm)

Test 3: Chemicly treated hair

Chem two: 16cm

Each day, the hair should grow .14 cm if my hypothesis is 
incorrect.



Math

The inversion method supposedly makes your hair grow an inch in 
one week, that's approximately .14 cm per day. Person one ,two and 
three may not be able to do the whole seven days, so I will do some 
math to calculate if their hair grew. After six days, that’s…

.14

 x 6

.84

If the inversion method worked, their hair will be .84 cm longer. 



Results

Person one started with  approximately 23cm (9.05in). Person two 
had 8in (20.32cm). Person 1 now has 24cm (9.44in). Person 2 had no 
hair growth. 

                           Course of a week
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Chem 1 is red. 
Control is black

Over the course of one week



Conclusion

My hypothesis was incorrect. When the test subjects massaged their 
scalp with hair oil for two minutes and tilted their head upside down 
for four minutes, it worked for person one and chem one. Chem one’s 
hari grew two cm and person one’s grew one cm, which is way higher 
than the average hair growth in a week. That growth higher than me 
and person number two. I calculated it to .14 cm per day (according 
to the internet). Overall, the process showed some strong results. The 
only person who had more hair growth is person one. I have 
concluded that it works with certain hair types but not others. Person 
one has brown, thick, slightly wavy hair. Chem one also has very thick 
brown hair.  This experiment will be useful to all those people who 
think they can grow their hair one inch in a week. If I were to do this 
experiment again, I would test different hair types, use different oils, 
and test more people.
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